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Abstract— encoding difficult implanted scheme occupy
interpretation throughout complex scheme communications
along prolonged pathway between sensors, actuators, and control
processors. This is a difficult, time-consuming, and error-prone
procedure need important communication among engineers and
software programmers. Moreover, the resultant code usually
lacks modularity and strength in the occurrence of failure.
Replica-based encoding addresses these boundaries, permitting
engineers to agenda immediate scheme by identify high-level
manage policy and by accumulate consistent replica of the
scheme hardware and software. In implement a manage
approach, replica-based supervisory cause regarding the replica
“on the fly,” to path scheme state, identify mistake, and execute
reconfigurations. This paper build up the Immediate ReplicaBased Encoding Language (IREL) and its supervisory, called
Titan. IREL offer the facial appearance of synchronous,
immediate languages, with the additional capability of evaluation
and symbols to state variables that are concealed within the
substantial deposit being prohibited. Titan implement an IREL
plan utilize widespread component-based declarative replica of
the stand to pathway situation, evaluate uncharacteristic position,
and produce new manage progression. Within its immediate
manage loop, Titan utilize propositional conclusion to assume the
system’s present and preferred states, and it employs replicabased immediate development to progress the stand from the
present to the preferred state.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems, from automobile to office-building
organize scheme, are accomplish extraordinary stage of
strength by considerably growing their utilize of calculation.
We imagine expectations with huge systems of extremely
vigorous and progressively more independent embedded
systems.
This visualization embrace intelligent artery that decrease
jamming, helpful system of air automobile for exploration and
free, and fleet of sharp liberty survey that separately survey
the future accomplish of the planetary scheme. Many of these
schemes will require executing strongly within tremendously
insensitive and undecided situation, or might require operating
intended for time with nominal notice. To complete this, these
embedded systems will require fundamentally reconfiguring
themselves in reply to failure, and subsequently helpful these
breakdown throughout their outstanding equipped life span.
We maintain the quick improvement of this scheme by
produce embedded encoding language that is capable to reason
about and classify fundamental hardware from engineering
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II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In the history, elevated levels of heftiness beneath
tremendous un-certainty are mainly the empire of deep-space
discovery. Billion-dollar gap scheme, similar to the Galileo
Jupiter search, has achieved sturdiness by utilize sizable
software progress team and by utilize many process personnel
to grip unexpected circumstances as they happen. Efforts to
build this assignment extremely competent at noticeably
concentrated costs have established tremendously difficult,
create distinguished fatalities, such as the Mars Polar Lander
and Mars Climate Orbiter failures. A supplier to this
breakdown was the incapability of the little software panel to
believe throughout the big space of possible communications
among the embedded software and its fundamental hardware.
For model, believe the important suggestion for the reason of
the Mars Polar Lander breakdown. Mars Polar Lander utilizes
a set of Hall consequence sensors in its legs to sense arrive.
These sensors were observe by a set of software supervise,
which were planned to revolve off the locomotive when
activate. As the lender fall down into the Mars ambiance, it
deploys its legs. At this position it is the majority probable that
the strength of consumption shaped a blare impale on the leg
sensors, which was latched by the software observe. The
lender sustained to descend, utilize a laser altimeter to notice
detachment to the exterior. At an elevation of roughly 40 m,
the lender begins survey its leg observes to conclude arrive. It
would have straight away read the latched blast impale and
shut down its locomotive rashly, resulting in the spaceship
tumbling to the exterior from 40 m.
Believe for an instant that the lender had been piloted by a
creature. The conduct would have conventional one altimeter
explanation of 40 m elevation and an opportunity subsequent
shortly an interpretation of arrive from the leg sensors. It
appears improbable that the funnel would straight away reply
by conclusion down the locomotive, given how these
explanations defy our ordinary sense about physics. Slightly,
the show would reflect on that a feeler breakdown was most
probable, gather extra information to conclude the correct
elevation, and decide a traditional advance in the incidence of
indecision. Of course, such embedded scheme cannot be
piloted by creature; they obligation be preprogrammed.
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However, the gap of possible breakdown and their connections
with the embedded software is distant too large for
programmers to effectively specify, and properly program,
contained by a conventional indoctrination language. Our
intention is to sustain expectations programmers with
embedded languages that circumvent reasonable error, by
mechanically interpretation from hardware replicas. Our
explanation to this confront has two measurement. First, we
are build gradually more bright embedded systems that
mechanically establish and arrangement courses of
achievement at immediate time balance, based on reproduction
of themselves and their condition. This model, called replicabased autonomy, has been established in space on the NASA
Subterranean Space One (SS-1) explore, and on numerous
consequent break scheme. Second, we promote the intensity at
which and persuade series during a language, called the
Immediate Replica-Based Programming Language (IREL),
which enables the programmer to tap into and guide the
analysis technique of replica-based independence. This
language permit the programmer to entrust, to the language’s
compiler and run-time execution kernel, tasks involving
reasoning through scheme communications, such as low-level
authoritative, supervise, analysis, and repair. The replica-based
implementation kernel for IREL is called Titan.
B. Replica-Based Programming: Engineers like to
motivation about embedded systems in conditions of state
development. However, embedded programming language,
such as Esterel and State charts, interrelates with a substantial
stand by evaluation sensors and situation organizes variables.
It is then the programmer’s accountability to achieve the
mapping among projected state and the sensors and actuators.
This mapping absorbs calculation throughout a composite set
of communications in a range of probable breakdown
circumstances. The complication of the communications and
the bulky number of probable scenario makes this an errorprone procedure.

Fig. 1 imitation of communication with the substantial plant
for conventional embedded language (left) and replica-based
programming (right).
A replica-based encoding language is comparable to
immediate embedded language similar to Esterel, with the key
dissimilarity that it interacts straight with the stand situation.
This is consummate by permit the programmer to read or write
―secreted‖ state variables in the stand, that is, state that are not
straight recognizable or convenient. It is then the
accountability of the language’s implementation kernel to map
among concealed states and the stand sensors and organize
variables. This mapping is executed routinely by employing a
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deductive regulator that motivation from a commonsensical
plant replica. A replica-based curriculum is collected of two
mechanisms. The first is a manage curriculum, which utilize
regular programming build to codify condition of preferred
scheme state development. In accumulation, to implement the
organize list, the implementation kernel requirements a replica
of the arrangement it must manage. Hence, the second module
is a plant replica, which captures the corporal plant’s nominal
performance and general breakdown modes. This replica
amalgamates constriction, concurrency, and Markov
procedure.
C. Replica-Based Execution: A replica-based program is
implementing by mechanically produce a organize progression
that progress the substantial stand to the state particular by the
curriculum. We call these particular states arrangement target.
Curriculum implementation is accomplish utilize a replicabased administrative, such as Titan, which constantly generate
the next arrangement goal, and a succession of be in command
of events that accomplish this objective, based on
acquaintance of the modern stand state and plant replica. The
replica-based supervisory frequently estimation the mainly
probable state of the stand from feeler information and the
stand replica. This information allows the managerial to
corroborate the victorious implementation of instructions and
the accomplishment of arrangement goals, and to identify
stoppage. A replica-based supervisory frequently tries to
evolution the plant headed for a position that assure the
arrangement goals, while capitalize on some recompense
metric. When the stand drifts from the particular objective due
to breakdown, the supervisory evaluate sensor information to
recognize the present state of the plant, and then move the
plant to a novel position that, once again, achieve the preferred
target. The managerial is immediate in the wisdom that it
respond instantly to revolutionize in target and to breakdown;
that is, each control achievement is incrementally generate
utilize the novel explanation and arrangement goals provide in
Each state.

Fig. 2 Design for a replica-based executive.
III. A REPLICA-BASED PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE
Replica-based programming facilitates a programmer to focal
point on identify the preferred state progression of the scheme.
For example, believe the assignment of insert a spacecraft into
path approximately a planet. Our spaceship embrace a science
camera and two matching disused engines (Engines A and B),
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as shown in Fig. 3. An engineer thinks about this scheme in
conditions of state path: Heat up in cooperation engines
(called standby mode). Meanwhile, revolve the camera off; in
arrange to circumvent plume corruption. When both are
consummate, propel one of the two engines, and utilize the
other engine as endorsement in casing of main engine
breakdown. This requirement is far simpler than a manage
curriculum that obligation turn on heaters and regulator
drivers, open regulator and construe feeler readings for the
engines exposed in the figure. Thoughts in terms of additional
conceptual concealed states build the task of writing the
manage program much easier and evade the error-prone
development of calculation through low-level scheme
communications. In adding, it gives the program’s
implementation kernel the autonomy to react to new
breakdown as they happen this is indispensable for accomplish
high levels of strength.

unsuccessful‖ emerge in implementation circumstances. Third,
none of these state assignments are straight recognizable or
convenient, only close location and speeding up may be
straight intellect, and only the departure computer authority
may be straight set. As a final point, by referring to secreted
states honestly, the IREL curriculum is far simpler than a
equivalent curriculum that activate on sense and prohibited
variables. The added difficulty of the concluding curriculum is
due to the require to fuse feeler information and produce
authority sequence under a large space of probable procedure
and responsibility scenarios.
B. Plant Replica: The plant replica is utilized by a replicabased supervisory to map query and assert states in the
organize curriculum to sensed variables and manage
progression, correspondingly, in the physical stand. The plant
replica is fabricated from a set of constituent replicas. Each
constituent is represent by a set of element method, a set of
constraint essential the performance within every mode, and a
set of probabilistic evolution among modes. The module
automaton operate concomitantly and synchronously.

Fig. 3 Easy spaceship for the orbital placing circumstances.
Initial state (left) and goal state (right) are depict.
A. Control Program: The IREL control curriculum, shown in
Fig. 4, encodes the comfortable requirement we gave formerly
as a set of situation path. The particular IREL construct utilize
in the curriculum are introduce. Recall that to achieve orbital
introduction, one of the two engines obligation be enthusiastic.
We establish by concomitantly insertion the two engines in the
understudy state and by conclusion off the camera. This is
achieving by lines 3–5, where commas at the end of every line
symbolize corresponding composition. We then flames an
engine, select to utilize Engine A as the main engine and
Engine B as a endorsement, in the occurrence that Engine A
not achieve something to flames correctly. Engine A starts
difficult to fire as rapidly as it accomplishes reserve and the
camera is off, but aborts if at any instance Engine A is
establish to be in a breakdown state. Engine B establish
difficult to conflagration only if Engine A has futile, B is in
understudy, and the camera is off. More than a few features of
this organize curriculum emphasize our previous point. First,
the curriculum is confirmed in provisions of state assignments
to the engines and camera, such as ―Engine B = dismissal.‖
Second, these state assignments materialize both as contention
and as execution conditions. For example, in lines 6–9,
―Engine A = dismissal‖ materialize in a declaration, while
―Engine A = Standby,‖ ―Camera = off,‖ and ―Engine A =
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Fig. 4IREL control curriculum for the orbital introduction
scenario.
C. Executing the Replica-Based Program: When the orbital
introduction manage curriculum is implement, the control
sequencer start by generate a arrangement objective consisting
of the combination of three state variable assignments:
―Engine A = stand-in,‖ ―Engine B = stand-in,‖ and ―Camera =
Off‖. To establish how to accomplish this target, the deductive
regulator considers the latest estimation of the state of the
stand. For example, assume the deductive regulator establishes
from its feeler dimensions and preceding instructions that the
two engines are previously in stand-in, but the camera is on.
The deductive regulator deduces from the replica that it should
send an authority to the plant to turn the camera off. After
implement this authority, it uses its board up location feeler to
corroborate that the camera is off. With ―Camera = off‖ and
―Engine A = stand-in,‖ the manage sequencer proceed to the
arrangement target of ―Engine A = Firing‖. The deductive
regulator identifies a appropriate setting of regulator states that
accomplish this performance, then it sends out the suitable
instructions.
In the process of accomplish goal ―Engine A = dismissal,‖
imagine that a breakdown occur: an inlet regulator to Engine
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an unexpectedly firewood blocked. Specified a variety of
feeler measurements (e.g., stream and strain measurements
throughout the momentum subsystem), the deductive regulator
recognize the stuck regulator as the majority likely foundation
of breakdown. It then try to implement a substitute manage
progression for accomplish the arrangement target, for
paradigm, by repair the regulator. Believe that the regulator is
not repairable; Titan diagnose that ―Engine A = unsuccessful.‖
The organize program indicate a arrangement goal of ―Engine
B = dismissal‖ as a endorsement, which is problem by the
organize sequencer to the deductive regulator.
IV.CONTROL SEQUENCER:
The IREL manage curriculum is implement by the control
sequencer. Implement a control curriculum absorbs compile it
to an alternative of hierarchical automaton, called hierarchical
limitation automaton (HIA), and then implement the
automaton in synchronization with the deductive regulator. In
this division we describe HCA as a explicit occasion of the
deterministic manage curriculum automaton obtainable. In
accumulation, we converse the collection from IREL to HCA,
and we here the implementation algorithm utilize by Titan’s
manage sequencer. A. Hierarchical constriction Automata to
proficiently implement IREL curriculum, we explain each of
the prehistoric combinatory, establish in the preceding
segment, into an HCA. In the subsequent we call the
―situation‖ of an HCA position, to evade perplexity with the
substantial deposit state. The generally state of the agenda at
any immediate of time communicate to a set of ―noticeable‖
HCA position. An HCA has five key qualities. First, it
arranges sets of concomitantly in service automaton. Second,
each position is label with a constriction, called a target
limitation, which the substantial plant must instantly begin
touching toward, whenever the machine inscription that
position. Third, each position is also sticker with a restriction,
called a preservation limitation, which must embrace for that
position to continue marked. Fourth, automaton is arranged in
a hierarchy—a position of a machine may itself be a machine,
which is invoked when noticeable by its parent. This enables
the initiation and execution of more multipart simultaneous
and sequential behaviors. Finally, each evolution may have
several goal locations, allowing an machine to have more than
a few locations noticeable concurrently. This permit a
compressed demonstration for iterative behaviors, like IREL’s
forever constructs.
Accumulate IREL to HCA: Each IREL build maps to an HCA
as shown in Fig. The resulting combinatory are definable in
conditions of the primitives, but for effectiveness we map
them straight to HCA as well. As before, lowercase letters
indicate constraint articulated in propositional state sense.
Uppercase correspondence indicate well-formed IREL
terminology, every of which maps to an HCA.
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Fig. 9 Step HCA algorithm.
V. DEDUCTIVE CONTROLLER:
In this part, we here Titan’s replica-based deductive manager,
which utilize a stand reproduction to estimation and organize
the condition of the stand. A physical stand is collected of
separate and analog hardware and software. We replica the
performance of the deposit as a POMDP, which are
programmed efficiently utilize probabilistic simultaneous
constriction automaton (SCA). Concurrency is utilizing to
replica the performance of a set of mechanism that operates
synchronously. Limitation is utilized to correspond to co
chronological communications among state variables and
intercommunication
among
mechanism.
Probabilistic
conversion is utilizing to replica the stochastic performance of
mechanism, such as breakdown and intermittency. Reward is
utilized to charge the costs and remuneration connected with
particular constituent method. This segment begins by
essential SCA as a concerto of limitation automaton for
personality mechanism of a plant. The SCA indoctrination of
the plant reproduction is important to the proficient process of
the deductive regulator
VI. CONCLUSION
The IREL compiler is written in C++. It produce HCA
beginning IREL manage programs. The compiler supports all
IREL primal combinatory, and a assortment of consequent
combinatory. Plant replicas are presently written in MPL, the
replicating language utilize for Livingstone. Collection of the
reproduction into CCA is performing utilize Livingstone’s
Lisp-based compiler. The Titan replica-based management is
written in C++, and builds on the OpSat scheme . Titan is
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being established on assignment scenario for NASA’s
MESSENGER assignment, and will be flight established on
the MIT SPHERES spaceship inside the intercontinental break
Station.
Titan is a superset of the Livingstone scheme, which was
established in departure on the DS-1 mission, and on a
assortment of test beds for NASA, the U.S. Navy and
manufacturing, together with a space interferometer, a Mars in
situ propellant manufacture place, and a Mars rover sample.
Revolving to connected work, the replica-based programming
paradigm synthesizes ideas fundamental synchronous
indoctrination,
simultaneous limitation
programming,
conventional mechanical implementation, and Markov
replicas. Synchronous indoctrination languages were
residential for inscription organizes code for immediate
scheme. Synchronous encoding languages exhibit logical
concurrency, orthogonal preemption, multiform instance, and
determinacy, which Berry has persuasively disputed are
essential distinctiveness for unthinking indoctrination. IREL is
a synchronous talking, and satisfy all these individuality. One
main target of synchronous programming is to offer
―executable stipulation,‖ that is, to abolish the gap between the
condition about which we establish property, and the program
that are imaginary to realize these stipulation. We transmit this
one step extra by the theater our interpretation on executable
programs straight, in real instance.
IREL and Titan moreover offer a lot of of the goal-directed
tasking and check ability of AI automatic implementation
languages, like RAPS and ESL. One solution variation is that
IREL’s construct completely envelop synchronous encoding,
hence affecting toward an amalgamation of a goal-directed AI
supervisory with its fundamental real-time speech. In addition,
Titan’s deductive regulator handles a rich set of scheme
replicas, touching implementation languages toward a
amalgamation with replica-based sovereignty. We are pursue a
quantity of addition to the replica based encoding language
and managerial accessible here. For model, in we expand the
replica-based indoctrination model to embrace fast sequential
development. In we expand the method assessment capacity of
the administrative to handle mixture simultaneous limitation
automata, whose limitation are linear regular discrepancy
equations. Finally, we are expand IREL to synchronize
assorted supportive systems, such as convoy of unmanned air
medium and Mars explorers, by unify high-level assignment
preparation with agile pathway preparation..
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